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To Whom it may concern
Dear Sirs,
We would like to inform you that our company Oilfield Exploration Business
Solutions SA (formerly Rompetrol SA) part of KMG International Group, is
ready to offer for rent a TD 160 CA-A7 self-propelled drilling/workover rig,
This drilling/workover rig manufactured by UPET Targoviste is intended for drilling and
workover works on oil and gas wells, with a load up to 160 tf, mounted on the
87.1080 MFEG chassis (14x10), equipped with CATERPILLAR engines.
The rig has a simple kinematic scheme with high reliability and easy maintenance.
The Top Drive function leads to a reduction of the operating time at the mouth of the
sample. The driving of the actual rig and chassis on which it is mounted is done with
a drilling group composed of two CAT C15-ACERT engines, two Allison M 5610 AR
hydraulic and the related hydraulic converters TC 682.
The MU-160 mast is double, U-shaped, equipped with a derrick-bridge. The mast is
lifted in the operation/working mode with two hydraulic cylinders - simple effect.
The substructure is foldable and allows the storage of pipe stands (18 m) at the rig
derrick on the seatback cushions.
Other equipment: drilling winch has 900 HP at the entrance and is equipped with
hydraulic brake FH 460, drawwork GF 200-5x29, hook crane MC 160-4x29, rotary
table MRL-275, Top Drive NorDrill for 250 tf with power 500 hp, 4 pcs; 400 kVA P450
Perkins generator sets, 4 m3 air preparation unit with 2 pcs. Atlas Cooper
compressors, BOP 13 5 / 8in x350 bar (made in China) composed of Shaffer type
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vertical, Cameron type double side, control panel, choke and kill manifold; pumping
system (made in China) consisting of: 2 pcs. triplex mud pumps NF 1300 HP, 2 pcs
diesel engines of 2176 HP and 2 pcs. hydraulic transmission; mud preparation system
with

a capacity of
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3

pcs.
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manufactured.
We

can

provide

you

additional details

regarding

the

components,

technical

characteristics, equipment, etc.
Currently, the drilling rig is in conservation at the Rompetrol Warehouse in Floresti,
Prahova, Romania.
If the drilling/workover rig is of interest, please do not hesitate to contact
us.
Contact persons:
Rodica Solga
Area Manager
RodicaMihaiela.Solga@rompetrol.com
+40745113050

Best regards,
Kuan Alkeyev
Sole Director

